Macroeconomic policies can provide significant support to achieve carbon emission reduction goals. In particular, enhancing the policy toolbox with green instruments can induce the investment in green energy, clean transport and cleaner production practices alongside investments into human capital and worker skills needed for the transition. At the same time, integrating climate goals in macro-economic policies can smooth the impact of climate shocks on the economy and ensure a just transition in labour markets.

Fiscal policy needs to be adjusted with carbon pricing at the core. Carbon pricing should be introduced at large, be progressive and leveraged among those responsible for emissions, the income rich. Low-income households, least responsible but most impacted by carbon and energy price increases, should be exempted and protected against rising cost of food, housing and transport. A carbon tax could also be used to reduce the incidence of distortionary and regressive labour taxes and thereby reduce labour costs and inequality and maximize the reform benefits.

The revenues from carbon pricing schemes should be earmarked for just transition and labour market initiatives including skills training, social protection and job transition schemes towards green growth sectors. Funds like the European Union’s Just Transition Fund are transparent and efficient mechanisms to channel carbon revenues to the most impacted regions, occupations, and households.

Monetary policy plays a key role in addressing climate-related portfolio risks. Central banks can help financial markets to price climate risks by giving incentives – such as lower reserve requirements – for those banks more active on climate finance.
Climate policies can create better jobs and technologies, but job opportunities and income could decrease in certain regions and sectors. Such negative outcomes should be assessed ex-ante and inform social dialogue to help developing and implementing just transition initiatives. Economic, industrial and enterprise policy should complement and accompany the green structural change while protecting workers and jobs. Climate protection is a global public good and as such might induce a free-riding behaviour that demands foreign and commercial policy instruments. A global policy framework should be developed and adapted to each country’s context, in consultation with social partners, to adjust economic policy instruments to address the impact of climate transition on labour markets and the business environment.

Background

The ILO Guidelines for a Just Transition towards Environmentally Sustainable Economies and Societies for All (hereafter the Just Transition Guidelines), adopted by representatives of governments, employers’ and workers’ organizations in 2015, provide a policy framework and an operational tool to address environmental change in a way that advances social justice and promotes decent work creation. This policy brief is part of a series of briefs that seek to deepen the technical and policy understanding of the application of the Just Transition Guidelines. They are mutually reinforcing and together form a body of policy guidance on the Just Transition Guidelines.

The just transition briefs are intended for use by policymakers and practitioners at all levels to provide practical information and guidance, fostering a common understanding of what is meant by a just transition in specific topic areas and providing recommendations for implementation by countries, international institutions and other actors in academia and civil society. The briefs seek, in particular, to provide guidance on just transition to ILO constituents, including workers’ organizations, employers’ organizations, and governments and relevant line ministries.

The briefs cover the following thematic areas: macro-economic and growth policies; industrial and sectoral policies; active labour market policies; enterprise policies; skills development; green works; occupational safety and health; social protection; rights; social dialogue and tripartism; collective bargaining; labour migration and human mobility; indigenous peoples; gender and labour; youth employment; persons with disabilities; persons with HIV/AIDS; and financing a just transition.

This policy brief is intended to present the linkages between just transition and macroeconomic and growth policies, providing stakeholders with information and recommendations for implementation. The broad implementation of just transition across all policy areas and cross-cutting thematic topics requires careful consideration of the guidance provided in the ILO Just Transition Guidelines, taking into account the needs, priorities and circumstances of each country.

1. Introduction

The Conference of Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (COP26) took place in November 2021 in a political environment of heightened uncertainties due to the COVID-19 pandemic and ever-growing concerns of global warming. The Sixth Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Assessment Report warns that the recent changes in the climate system are
“unprecedented” and are irreversible for centuries. In 2019, the CO₂ concentration in the atmosphere reached its highest level while temperatures continued to rise, increasing the likelihood of climate disasters and permanent negative shocks and forcing policymakers to simultaneously pursue climate mitigation and adaptation goals. Macroeconomic and growth policy should smooth the impact of these shocks on the economy, but also ensure a just transition in labour markets. Importantly, a just transition requires consultation with social partners to create decent work while supporting workers and enterprises in adaptation.

To achieve these results, a large portfolio of green instruments needs to be part of the policy toolbox. These instruments support carbon emission reduction goals by inducing, for example, the investment in green energy, clean transport, and cleaner production practices but also help protect economies from climate shocks. Climate disasters and transition risks are likely to reduce growth, create poverty traps, inflation, limit fiscal space and worsen labour markets. Financial market losses and instability, due to fossil fuel-stranded assets, can also constrain credit flows and reinforce a downturn cycle. Recently, climate stress tests undertaken by the European Central Bank (ECB) found that climate-related portfolios are 30 per cent more likely to default and that climate risks can generate 12 per cent of losses to European GDP. The use of green fiscal, financial and monetary policy as well as foreign and commercial policy plays a key role in addressing these risks.

However, green transformation will impact the sectoral distribution of jobs, labour productivity and supply. Climate policies can create better jobs and technologies, but job opportunities and income could decrease in certain regions and sectors. Those negative outcomes may lead to political constraints for climate policy implementation. A lack of the required skills may also reduce the benefits from green investment. Labour market structural changes should be monitored by policymakers to help developing and implementing just transition initiatives. Economic policy should also be coordinated with alternative instruments to benefit enterprises’ business environment while protecting workers and jobs.

This should be considered in the current efforts to recover from the COVID-19 crisis. A growing number of proposals for recovery economic plans have been released to create green jobs, based on green public and private investments such as renewable energy, green buildings, and clean transport. The economies should not recover from the COVID-19 shock in a way that fosters future climate risks. However, current instruments are insufficiently climate-aligned and still burden labour costs: in OECD countries, for example, the average tax wedge was 34.6 per cent of labour costs in 2020 while carbon taxation initiatives are still scattered. This thematic policy brief
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discusses green macroeconomic and growth policy instruments, their benefits and risks in practice and their potential impact on labour markets. It suggests that just transition initiatives should complement the existing economic policy instruments to incentivize private investment but also increase the benefits for workers and labour markets.

2. Green macro policy instruments: an overview

Market failures prevent economic agents from internalizing the costs (and risks) of global warming, leading to excessive carbon emissions.\textsuperscript{11} A growing literature emphasizes that an appropriate adjustment of macro policy instruments can account for the risks and challenges of climate change.\textsuperscript{12} Moreover, climate policy can be successfully coordinated with economic policy goals, with a potentially minimal adverse effect on job creation.\textsuperscript{13} Macroeconomic policy should help properly price the cost of carbon emissions and push a green structural change while pursuing conventional economic goals, such as growth and price stability. A key challenge for climate policies is that it generates financial costs in the present while their benefits accrue to future generations.\textsuperscript{14} Furthermore, financial markets do not price correctly long-term climate-related risks and benefits, leading to credit rationing and higher credit costs to green projects.\textsuperscript{15} Also, climate services provided by different ecosystems are not reflected in existing financial products, leading to significant geographical inequities regarding costs and benefits of climate policies. New approaches to value ecosystem services allow for a more balanced integration of spatial externalities.\textsuperscript{16}

In this respect, policymakers can act by de-risking green investments as well as ensuring that financial resources are channelled to create green jobs and technologies, replacing fossil fuels.\textsuperscript{17} Additionally, they can help overcome the short-term bias of economic agents to address the long-term consequences of climate change.\textsuperscript{18} Both can be achieved through appropriate coordination of macroeconomic policies.

In practice, governments are already adapting economic policy to these new challenges. The use of fiscal instruments, notably, green bonds and carbon pricing, has increased significantly (figure 1). However, the size and multi-dimensional perspective of climate challenges also require alternative instruments. Fiscal policy instruments can lower the competitiveness of countries engaged in climate policy which demands a complementary foreign and commercial policy. Furthermore, credit allocation failures demand the use of financial and monetary policy.\textsuperscript{19} These instruments are further discussed in the next sections.
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3. Fiscal policy: instruments, use, advantages, and disadvantages

Fiscal policy relies on the capacity of governments to spend and invest as well as to levy taxation to promote economic policy goals, such as growth and employment. Following existent production patterns, economic growth might increase carbon emissions triggering future economic risks. Public investment and procurement, taxes, and subsidies can change those patterns, helping agents to price correctly climate externalities.

Economic theory advocates that carbon pricing instruments, especially carbon taxes, are most effective to accelerate climate transition. Carbon pricing internalizes emission costs into private decisions by imposing a tax on carbon-intensive services and goods (carbon taxation) or by implementing a cap-and-trade (or emissions trading) scheme (ETS). The latter works by setting quantitative allowances to emissions (and emission rights) that are allocated by governments to firms and can be purchased (or sold) in the market in case firms have higher (or lower) effective emission rates.

A relevant number of carbon pricing initiatives can be found in North America and the European Union (EU), but the latter – especially due to the EU ETS – covers a greater share of emissions. Additionally, some middle-income countries, such as China, Chile
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and South Africa, have carbon pricing mechanisms. In practice, policymakers seem to prefer ETS.\textsuperscript{24} ETS initiatives cover 13 per cent of global emissions of advanced countries, while carbon taxation covers 3.6 per cent.\textsuperscript{25} However, managing such a mechanism is complex. In developing countries with weaker institutions, its effectiveness might be significantly lower.

An ETS demands a complex management system of carbon caps and allowances. In addition, as long as the ETS market is not mature, carbon prices are highly volatile, limiting its effectiveness.\textsuperscript{26} Additionally, the allocation of carbon allowances may be subjected to political influence, further decreasing the ETS efficacy. The less developed a country’s regulatory and institutional capacity is, the more difficult it is to benefit from these policies and to protect it from such influence. Instead, a carbon tax system relies on the existing tax collection structure.\textsuperscript{27} However, carbon taxes imply a significant increase in tax rates, which can generate inflation, negative distributional effects, and political resistance.\textsuperscript{28} Sweden, usually mentioned as a successful case, raised its CO\textsubscript{2} tax to a level greater than US$100 per ton.\textsuperscript{29} Carbon taxation is a better solution for a greater variety of countries, but political challenges to implement such taxes might be higher for countries with higher inequality and dependence on carbon-intensive activities.

To overcome these challenges, carbon taxation can be combined with additional public expenditures and green subsidies, compensating for welfare losses and avoiding negative distributional effects. The literature suggests that carbon tax revenues can be channelled to activities with positive externalities, such as green R&D, green infrastructure, or income distribution.\textsuperscript{30} It could also be used to stimulate labour demand by reducing labour taxes\textsuperscript{31} or through just transition funds, such as the European Union’s Just Transition Fund, to finance worker’s training and social protection initiatives. Figure 2 estimates potential additional revenues from carbon taxes.

However, strict domestic solutions do not account for these policies’ international spill-over effects. Climate protection is a global public good and as such might induce a free-riding behaviour that demands foreign and commercial policy instruments.\textsuperscript{32} While some countries tackle climate change, others can benefit from these efforts by doing nothing. Moreover, increasing domestic prices of carbon-intensive goods and services will change countries’ relative competitiveness and might induce a carbon leakage (polluting activities reallocation) to countries with a loose climate policy.

\textsuperscript{24} The Kyoto Protocol incentivized the implementation of ETS and allowed Annex I countries to trade carbon in the market. Moreover, the Clean Development Mechanism allowed the generation of GHG certificates from projects, which could be traded to help achieving emission caps.

\textsuperscript{25} Semmler et al., Fiscal Policies for a Low-Carbon Economy.

\textsuperscript{26} This volatility is also due to the current small side of carbon markets. Edward Nell et al. find that the EU ETS carbon price return volatility is ten times higher the one of equity investments. (Nell et al., “Economic Growth and Climate Change: Cap-And-Trade or Emission Tax?”, in After Cancún, eds Elmar Altvater and Achim Brunnengräber, VS Verlag für Sozialwissenschaften, 2011).

\textsuperscript{27} Heine et al., “Financing Low-carbon Transitions”.

\textsuperscript{28} Michael Grubb et al., Planetary Economics: Energy, Climate Change and the Three Domains of Sustainable Development (Routledge, 2014).


\textsuperscript{31} OECD, Taxing Wages 2020.

Nordhaus proposes “climate clubs”, in which members set an international carbon pricing to minimize their joint “social cost of carbon” and penalize non-members with import tariffs. Recently, the EU has announced a Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism, an attempt to charge carbon-intensive imports the same level of carbon price imposed by the EU ETS. Moreover, the World Trade Organization is already discussing the case of removing barriers and reducing tariffs for green and environmental goods and services. Both efforts could add up to existent fiscal policy instruments in incentivizing green investment and protecting green infant industries.

Indeed, a multilateral effort is needed to mobilize international resources for green investment. Domestic tax revenues alone cannot fully respond to climate challenges. The climate finance international architecture already relies on multilateral, regional, and bilateral public funds, some of them proposed by international climate agreements. However, green debt or equity instruments – such as green bonds – are also needed to leverage private resources and scale up low-carbon investment.

Green bonds are certified fixed-income debt securities, issued by public or private investors, to incentivize green investment in financial markets to green investments only (see box 1). There are benefits in combining green bonds and carbon taxation. Green bonds can decrease capital costs while remaining attractive to financial market investors due to their
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lower volatility. Green bonds can protect investors from climate change risks and future instabilities. After the COVID-19 outbreak, it showed greater resilience than fossil fuel bonds.

Green bonds can accelerate climate transition, ensure a fairer policy solution, and decrease political resistance against the implementation of carbon taxes. Firstly, it allows current generations to share the costs of climate policy with future generations. Second, green bonds increase consumers’ carbon price elasticity, and thus their willingness to switch to a low-carbon solution, by increasing the supply of low-carbon alternatives. Finally, green investment can create jobs, lowering the social fall-out from a green transition and thereby decreasing political resistance to climate policy.

However, most micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs) face financial constraints which might prevent them to issue green bonds. These firms face higher capital and transaction costs when accessing banks and financial markets. Governments already rely on equity funds, FinTechs, or public banks to fund MSMEs’ green projects. Some of these initiatives are indirectly funded by green bonds.

-box 1. Green bonds: guidelines and practice-

Since the first green bond was issued in 2007, this market has consistently increased (figure 1). In 2020, US$170 billion in green bonds were issued, according to the Climate Bonds Initiative, contributing to average market growth of 60 per cent per year since 2015.

Green bonds are debt securities, issued in financial markets by public or private agents, to fund green investments, such as renewable energy, clean transport and green buildings. The green bond issuers can be local or national governments, multilateral organizations and development banks, or private or public firms in financial and non-financial sectors. A green bond works exactly like a conventional bond but should be certified by a third party to ensure that the resources are invested on a pre-defined list of climate mitigation or adaptation projects. It mitigates the risk of “greenwashing” and helps to attract climate-aligned investors.

International standards have been released to better classify green investments eligible to be funded by green bonds. There are known global standards, such as those published by the Climate Bonds Initiative and the International Capital Market Association, but also regional ones. The European Union published the “EU green bond standard” and the “EU taxonomy for sustainable activities”. China also published its green bond standard. Issuers or audit firms in charge of a green bond classification should follow these rules to ensure a green bond label.

Besides green bonds, other asset classes exist that aim at similar objectives, including social bonds, sustainability bonds and sustainability-indexed funds. These assets differ from green bonds either in their structure or their underlying purpose. All have in common, however, that they include societal objectives beyond purely financial returns.
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Financial market failures can also prevent some countries from issuing green securities. Benefiting from green bonds depends on each country's fiscal space and its access to financial markets. Most of the green bonds are issued in high and middle-income countries. Several countries, such as Germany, France, Chile and Egypt, have already issued sovereign green bonds and reported lower costs and higher demand vis-à-vis conventional bonds. However, low-income countries without access to financial markets can rely on credit from multilateral development banks. Institutions such as the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank are among the largest green bond issuers and channel these resources to offer loans and de-risk green investment. Moreover, other instruments such as public guarantees, sovereign wealth funds (SWFs), and climate multilateral funds can provide additional funding.

4. Financial and monetary policy: instruments, use, advantages and disadvantages

Fiscal policy is key to tackling climate change, but financial and monetary policy should also pursue complementary goals. Climate transition and physical risks will impact carbon-intensive assets and generate financial instability and losses to financial markets. Those risks involve balance sheet losses due to disasters, technology and market risks (such as a change in consumer behaviour and the emergence of new green technology and sectors) or policy and regulatory risks (as governments and regulators will adjust instruments to penalize fossil fuel firms). Additionally, climate change will affect monetary policy effectiveness, as it impacts conventional central bank (CB) targets, such as inflation and output gap. Finally, to address market failures in private credit allocation, policymakers can channel credit flows to climate-friendly projects. Taken together, these challenges demand the involvement of financial regulators and CBs.

CBs are already part of the global climate agenda, but their role is still under discussion. The Network for Greening the Financial System (NGFS) and the Sustainable Banking Network (SBN) are international networks, composed by CBs from advanced and developing countries, to propose and accompany green monetary and financial policy initiatives. However, concerns have arisen regarding the fear that contributing to climate goals harms CBs’ independence, affecting its monetary policy decisions or inducing micro reallocation of financial resources. Moreover, CBs are more constrained in terms of reserve management regarding the asset classes they can invest in. However, CBs’ mandates already allow climate actions: both climate change and climate change policies affect conventional CB targets (“transition risk”), and some CBs already have mandates to support the government’s economic policy (such as the ECB) or climate transition (such as the Bank of England).

Regardless of explicit mandates, CBs and financial regulators are already adjusting their instruments to account for climate challenges. The majority of such initiatives rely on financial policy instruments (table 1). Financial policy is related to regulation and...
supervision initiatives to ensure financial stability and improve financial markets. In climate policy, it refers to micro and macro-prudential instruments to protect financial markets from climate risks or tools to promote and regulate green asset markets.

Green financial policy instruments aim at inducing the financial sector to better manage climate risks. Some regulators are asking banks to add climate risks to their conventional risk assessments and disclosing their portfolio’s carbon footprint and exposure to climate-related assets and loans. France has obliged institutional investors to report their climate-related exposure while the Bank of England announced that climate risk assessments will be mandatory. Banks can follow standards such as the Greenhouse Gas Protocol or the UN Principles of Responsible Investment. Additionally, policy can induce banks to commit to portfolios’ carbon footprint reduction goals and to demand the same from corporate lenders, regulating it, for example, through the “Science Based Targets” initiative patterns.

At the same time, several central banks are undertaking climate stress tests. These tests can be micro or macro-prudential-oriented (if focused on individual firms’ and banks’ vulnerabilities or the whole financial system) and measure, based on future emission scenarios, the potential losses in case of climate disasters or climate-related structural changes that affect fossil fuel firms and their likelihood of default. The Banque de France and the Bank of England have published, in 2021, new climate stress test methodologies.

Furthermore, CBs can help financial markets to price climate risks by giving incentives – such as lower reserve requirements – for those banks more active on climate finance. In China, banks can pay a higher interest rate on required reserves, depending on their internal green assessment of climate risks. The Bank of Bangladesh allowed lower equity margin requirements for climate-friendly projects. Government’s current efforts in setting standards and regulating green security markets complement these incentives. The ECB, for example, had an important role in setting the European Commission guidelines for green financial markets.

In addition to financial policy, CBs are adjusting monetary policy instruments, which are those related to the CB balance sheet and with a direct impact on credit flows (table 2). A green monetary policy favours green credit flows instead of fossil fuels. An example is the adjustment of large-scale quantitative easing programmes (QE) by greening CBs’ asset purchases and portfolios. QE helped reduce capital costs by decreasing the yields of purchased bonds. If CBs’ purchases are carbon-biased, as evidence shows, monetary policy favours carbon-intensive sectors and accelerates climate risks.

Critics of this proposal advocate that asset purchases should be market neutral and not foster micro
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reallocate assets. Though, the ECB and the Bank of England have announced in 2021 the intention of increasing green bond purchases and adding climate criteria to their asset purchases. Additionally, other CBs have already implemented negative (or positive) screening to divest carbon-intensive assets (or to invest in climate-related assets). The Bank of Korea has excluded companies with low ESG ratings from its portfolio of foreign currency assets. The Banque de France uses negative screening to align its portfolios with a 2°C warming trajectory.

CBs’ actions should be coordinated with other public asset holders. According to the Global SWF Data Platform, pension and sovereign wealth funds (SWF) hold roughly US$31 trillion in assets. Long-term institutional investors are important players in the green bond market. However, although SWFs are increasingly aware of climate risks, only 12 per cent have a “specific climate change framework in place” and only 29 per cent have more than 10 per cent of climate-aligned securities in their portfolios. In 2021, Norway’s wealth fund announced steps to fully divest oil-related securities, and a plan to induce firms to pursue net-zero emissions is under discussion. However, some of the largest sovereign funds are located in fossil fuels exporters countries, such as Kuwait, Abu-Dhabi and Qatar.

Meanwhile, monetary policy can also improve collateral frameworks and credit allocation criteria to increase credit flows to green initiatives. Bank reserve requirements can be relaxed if banks’ exposure is higher to green activities. In 2010, the Banque du Liban reduced reserve requirements by 100 per cent to 150 per cent of the value of loans to green projects. CBs can also set restrictions and quotas on carbon-intensive assets or incentives for loans to sustainable investment. The Bank of Japan offers loans at a lower interest rate for banks that lend to climate projects. The Bangladesh Bank and the Reserve Bank of India imposed a minimum proportion of bank lending to climate projects. Finally, CBs can provide liquidity to the banking system based on a green collateral framework. Since 2018, the People’s Bank of China has allowed green bonds as collateral to their lending facility operations. Recently, the ECB announced the use of sustainable-linked bonds as collateral to Eurosystem credit operations.
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5. Implications for labour markets

The creation of green jobs entered policymakers’ agenda through the rising numbers of green economic policy instruments and green recovery plans to deal with the COVID-19. In practice, however, only roughly 20 per cent of these resources have been channelled to green initiatives. Environmental goals have historically been perceived as a constraint to growth and estimating the economic impact of green economic policy is still a challenge.

There is evidence that an active green fiscal policy contributes to job creation but assessing the impact of climate policy on labour markets demands understanding each country’s structure and climate challenges. The “Green Jobs Assessment Institutions Network” studies different green employment impact assessment methods - from macro and econometric to input-output models. An input-output model was recently applied for the case of Nigeria and Zimbabwe and a macro-econometric general equilibrium model (Cambridge’s E3ME energy-economy-environment model) was applied for COVID-19 green recovery plans. These studies show that a green fiscal policy benefits employment, but its relative effectiveness is higher in the long-term and for certain sectors and places. Benefits might be lower, for example, where fossil fuel industries play a more important role in the energy mix of a country.

Other recent studies add to these findings, showing that a green active fiscal policy has a higher employment multiplier effect than conventional ones. Garrett-Peltier finds that each US$1 million shifted from fossil fuels to renewable energy creates five additional jobs. If the same amount is invested in green energy, it creates 7.5 direct and indirect jobs (versus 2.7, when invested in fossil fuels). Green investment is more labour-intensive and demands a higher domestic content. Batini et al. find that the multiplier for renewable energy investment can be up to 1.5 while, for fossil fuels, up to 0.6. The authors also find a larger multiplier for green land-use investment (versus non-eco-friendly investment) as large-scale agriculture is dependent on imported chemical inputs and high-cost machinery.

Therefore, these results depend on the sectoral distribution of investment and should be interpreted based on each country’s context. It provides lessons to green instruments that promote economic structural change, such as carbon taxes and monetary policy. Metcalf and Stock find no robust evidence of a negative impact of a carbon tax on employment and GDP, Kato et al. find that the most desirable economic outcome is achieved when carbon tax revenues are used to subsidize green initiatives. Output and employment levels decrease in high carbon-intensive sectors and increase in low-carbon activities with a positive balance on employment creation.

As projected by OECD emission-intensive sectors – such as coal and mining, fossil fuels, and fossil fuel electricity – and low-skilled positions – such as plant machine operators – will lose jobs. Meanwhile, low-carbon services and industries that are part of green supply chains will face a job increase. Marin and Vona find that, in Europe, climate policies explain up to 17.5 per cent of the increase in the share of
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technicians and up to 8 per cent of the decrease of manual workers. It could lead to a job reallocation between countries and regions if those dependent on fossil-fuel goods do not prepare in advance to attract green investments. Just transition policies can protect workers and communities from climate transition risks, support business continuity and adaptation and ensure that workers acquire the required capabilities to be reallocated for new activities. Nevertheless, this sectoral shift can lead to an improvement of working conditions as some of these carbon-intensive sectors are associated with higher rates of injuries and diseases demanding tight occupational health and safety. However, some green labour-intensive activities – such as low-carbon agriculture and biofuels – might also need adequate regulatory frameworks and compliance to ensure decent wages, avoid informal employment and ban non-desirable practices.

Finally, climate policies will not only directly affect labour markets but also have co-benefits to workers’ welfare and health. First, it will induce the reduction of pollutants (also in the workplace) which decreases mortality and diseases. Second, work accidents are likely to reduce in certain sectors. One example is transport: lower traffic congestion and road accident levels are expected outcomes of carbon taxes. Third, additional tax revenue from carbon taxation can be channelled to just transition initiatives to protect workers and enterprises from climate transition risks.
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6. Conclusions and labour policy recommendations

Climate change increases the likelihood of disasters and permanent negative shocks that might affect the economy, generating financial losses as well as GDP and employment reduction. Climate transition will also impact the sectoral distribution of jobs and labour productivity. A green macroeconomic and growth policy should smooth the impact of these shocks on the economy, but also ensure a just transition. A global policy framework should be developed and adapted to each country’s context, in consultation with social partners, to adjust economic policy instruments to address the impact of climate transition on labour markets and the business environment. Just transition policies could induce better job creation, business resilience, social inclusion, and inclusive growth. They demand complementary initiatives such as training (and reskilling) programmes, investment in long-term climate projects and green entrepreneurship (to promote green innovation and jobs), improvement of social protection networks and occupational health and safety conditions and initiatives to help workers’ reallocation to green activities.

For this purpose, green fiscal policy needs to be adjusted. Carbon tax revenues should be used to fund initiatives with positive externalities. These revenues should also fund labour-related initiatives to smooth the climate transition impact on labour markets, including funds such as the European Union’s Just Transition Fund. To counter the rise in economic inefficiencies from higher tax rates, fiscal-neutral green tax reforms can minimize distortions. In particular, a carbon tax could replace or reduce the incidence of known distortionary and regressive labour taxes, reducing labour costs and inequality, and maximizing the reform benefits, as advocated by the “double dividend hypothesis”. To increase the benefits of a just transition in labour markets, economic policy can also be combined with other policy instruments ensuring a fairer green structural change.
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